North Queensland Flood Crisis 2019
We were in a drought crisis, no normal wet season for 8 years. Then came this storm
resulting from the monsoon over Townsville. Now we have a flood crisis.

On the 29th January it began, and we received 30 ml, just over an inch. We were all so
happy! The very next day brought 125ml, and we were all still rejoicing.

How quickly the lawn turned into a vivid green display was magical to see, meanwhile new
grass was showing up where it had just been been dirt and dust for so long.
Well, on day 7, we had received 402ml, and we were all aware of the flooding happening.
The news on TV began talking about us more, and on day 9, the Army arrived with
helicopters to do fodder drops, and, sadly, haul away hundreds of dead cattle.
It has been cold (for here - 21-24 degrees) the whole time, and I am writing this on day 11.
Between the rain and the wind, the cold is multiplied, and animals start getting pneumonia
and dying. Brahman cattle have no tolerance for cold at all. Kangaroos started dying a few
days ago; we had dead roos under the house, in the yard, and in the shed. There are no
more roos here now, they all died. Before this rain, they were here in huge numbers, eating
our lawn as it was the only green grass.
The entire central west cattle region is under water. The media are calling it the inland sea.
It’s easy to see how it used to be an inland sea for real now.
The Townsvile Mayor this morning said this is a once in 500 years event.
Yesterday I found out that the Flinders River had broken the records, reaching a height of
8.7 metres.

We had a helicopter drop yesterday for medication and groceries, and the pilot said he'd do
a fly over to see if we have any cattle left. He said the council would call with the results. Still
waiting at 2:40pm, but another bloke from the council, John Wharton, rang re the fodder drop
and he's going to look into it. He said they won't do fodder drops until the ground dries up for
the sake of the cattle.

Today is Saturday the 9th February and the sun is out in a blue sky. I got some great
photos:

